Diagnostic performance of texture analysis on MRI in grading cerebral gliomas.
Grading of cerebral gliomas is important both in treatment decision and assessment of prognosis. The purpose of this study was to determine the diagnostic accuracy of grading cerebral gliomas by assessing the tumor heterogeneity using MRI texture analysis (MRTA). 95 patients with gliomas were included, 27 low grade gliomas (LGG) all grade II and 68 high grade gliomas (HGG) (grade III=34 and grade IV=34). Preoperative MRI examinations were performed using a 3T scanner and MRTA was done on preoperative contrast-enhanced three-dimensional isotropic spoiled gradient echo images in a representative ROI. The MRTA was assessed using a commercially available research software program (TexRAD) that applies a filtration-histogram technique for characterizing tumor heterogeneity. Filtration step selectively filters and extracts texture features at different anatomical scales varying from 2mm (fine features) to 6mm (coarse features), the statistical parameter standard deviation (SD) was obtained. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) was performed to assess sensitivity and specificity for differentiating between the different grades and calculating a threshold value to quantify the heterogeneity. LGG and HGG was best discriminated using SD at fine texture scale, with a sensitivity and specificity of 93% and 81% (AUC 0.910, p<0.0001). The diagnostic ability for MRTA to differentiate between the different sub-groups (grade II-IV) was slightly lower but still significant. Measuring heterogeneity in gliomas to discriminate HGG from LGG and between different histological sub-types on already obtained images using MRTA can be a useful tool to augment the diagnostic accuracy in grading cerebral gliomas and potentially hasten treatment decision.